
THE NOKIA CASE

Nokia's demise from being the world's best mobile phone company to losing it all by has become a case study
discussed by teachers and.

Fearful that Nokia would lose its world dominance and post weak financial results, top managers exerted
pressure on middle managers to deliver a touchscreen phone quickly. While its journey to the top was swift, its
decline was equally so, culminating in the sale of its mobile phone business to Microsoft in  Tensions within
matrix organisations are common as different groups with different priorities and performance criteria are
required to work collaboratively. Top management was directly lied toâ€¦I remember examples when you had
a chart and the supervisor told you to move the data points to the right [to give a better impression]. For years,
the company had been a conglomerate, with a number of disparate businesses operating under the Nokia
umbrella; in the early nineteen-nineties, anticipating the rise of cell phones, executives got rid of everything
but the telecom business. Nokia was in the mindset that the touch screen concept will get failed and people
will come back to the QWERTY keypad. While Symbian had given Nokia an early advantage, it was a
device-centric system in what was becoming a platform- and application-centric world. In the end, the
company profoundly underestimated the importance of software, including the apps that run on smartphones,
to the experience of using a phone. The game was lost, and it was left to a new CEO Stephen Elop and new
Chairman Risto Siilasmaa to draw from the lessons and successfully disengage Nokia from mobile phones to
refocus the company on its other core business, network infrastructure equipment. The company was wounded
before the battle began. The same was the case with the Nokia, which did not head to the advancement and
experienced huge failure. Mid-level executives had neither the experience nor training in the subtle integrative
negotiations fundamental in a successful matrix. This was the time when Samsung and Apple edged on the
Nokia and spread the roots in the market. But in the mids, the near collapse of its supply chain meant Nokia
was on the precipice of being a victim of its success. It was successful in the sense that it nurtured a number of
critical projects which were transferred to the core businesses. In less than a decade, Nokia emerged from
Finland to lead the mobile phone revolution. Unfortunately, was unable to maintain a stand and it got swiped
out of the market. And so reorganisations will be ineffective without paying attention to resource allocation
processes, product policy and product management, sales priorities and providing the right incentives for
well-prepared managers to support these processes. It also spent enormous amounts of money on research and
development. In response, disciplined systems and processes were put in place, which enabled Nokia to
become extremely efficient and further scale up production and sales much faster than its competitors. This
raised many questions like â€” was the firm incapable of managing the business or was it the Nokia
management failure. Nokia failure is not just a single factor which is responsible for its downfall instead there
are many reasons for the downfall of Nokia and it needs Nokia downfall case study. Fear can only be a useful
motivator if management can provide workers with the means to address these fears. Given the optimistic
signals coming from the middle managers, top managers had no qualms about pushing them harder to catch up
with Appleâ€”after all, top managers were only stretching targets. The final blow Nokia therefore ended up
allocating disproportionate attention and resources to the development of new phone devices for short-term
market demands at the expense of developing the operating system required to compete with Apple. Timo
Vuori is an assistant professor in strategic management at Aalto University, Finland. Hope that we were able
to provide you with the best information on why Nokia failed and what were its drawbacks. Then your
supervisor went to present it to the higher-level executives. But it was a huge misconception by the Nokia and
Nokia fails in its assumptions, meanwhile, the company has taken the space and users too liked the concept
and rapidly switched to the touch-screen format. Nokia gets failed firstly because of its own decision to get it
sold to the Microsoft, reflecting its image of incapability to manage its firm. The users were very satisfied with
its services and hardware. It also demonstrates just how far and fast Nokia has fallen in recent years. By this
stage, Nokia was trapped by a reliance on its unwieldy operating system called Symbian. After some time
when it realized with the fact that it should focus on the hardware point also, then it launched the Asha series.
Nokia overestimated the strength of its brand, and believed that even if it was late to the smartphone game it
would be able to catch up quickly. Reasons Behind the Failure of Nokia! While Nokia posted some of its best
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financial results in the late s, the management team was struggling to find a response to a changing
environment: Software was taking precedence over hardware as the critical competitive feature in the industry.
Or what were the reasons why Nokia failed? When Nokia decided to focus on its hardware fascinating
strategy, it was already late and other brands have too launched the models whose hardware and software both
are tremendous.


